
Brand Guide



Purpose
Lifepointe church 
exists to help 
people connect 
with God.
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Who we are

Who we aren’t

Bold
Passionate

Discipleship
Community

Dull
Isolated
Passive
Individualistic

Words can mean a lot. In 
fact, certain words reflect 
who you are. At Lifepointe we 
come around what we say 
and how we say it. That’s 
why we have specific words 
to help define who we are as 
a church. These words were 
chosen for a reason and we 
approach every decision with 
these words in our mind. We 
act and live these words. 
However, out of all of these 
we come most tightly around 

the word “community”.
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Community
Community is very imporant. We believe that a healthy walk with God happens 
through community. That’s why we filter every decision through the question 
“How does this affect community at Lifepointe?”

Community is why we strive to include everyone who walks through our doors. 
It’s why we go above and beyond to create welcoming environments and 
engaging worship experiences. Our hope is that through community we can 
help people connect with God.

We know that we’ve done a good job when someone goes, “Oh Lifepointe? That’s
the place all about community, right?”
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Our Core
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When we decide to follow Him, Jesus brings transformation. Some of these changes are 
immediate and others are ongoing.
(2 Corinthians 4:16,5:17)

We were created to be together and spiritual growth happens in the context of relationship.
(Ephesians 4:16)

Each follower of Christ is given the same mission: to make disciples.
(Matthew 28:18-20, Acts 1:8)

This is the heart of we are 
are as a church. These 
three things are crucial to 
what we do and how we 
do it. Our core is 
something that every staff 
member believes and 
values. They allow these 
truths to influence 
decisions, relationships, 
and attiudes. If someone 
asks what do you believe, 
this is it.

Jesus Changes Everything

People Grow in Community

Everyone Has a Mission



Outreach Church Online

WorshipChurch on
the block
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Our Brands



Our Logo

L I F E P O I N T E
C H U R C H

L I F E P O I N T E
C H U R C H

L I F E P O I N T E
C H U R C H

Secondary Logo
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Improper Logo Use
Our logo should never be stretched, �ipped, oriented, or colored beyond the previous page.  
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Our Colors

Lifepointe Orange  
Hex: #e97e24
RGB: 233,126,36
cmyk: 0,42,77,9  

Lifepointe Gray
Hex: #666666
RGB: 102,102,102
cmyk: 60,51,51,20 

White
Hex: #ffffff
RGB: 255,255,255
cmyk: 0,0,0,0  

Black
Hex: #000000
RGB: 0,0,0
cmyk: 0,0,0,100 
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Typography

Primary Typefaces:

Helvetica Bold
Helvetica Regular
Helvetica Light

Helvetica
Lemon/Milk Bold
Lemon/Milk Regular
Lemon/Milk Light

Lemon/Milk

Secondary Typefaces:

Gotham Bold
Gotham Book
Gotham Light

Gotham
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Imagery
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Copy Guide
What we say matters. How we say it also matters.That’s why this portion of the guide exists. In order to put forth a unified 
voice we all have to come around a common stance on how we say what we say. Listed below are a few of the common areas 
where confusion could exist along with the correct phrasing. 

Church Titles
Correct:
Lifepointe Church
Lifepointe (internal)

Incorrect:
LPC
Lifepoint

Correct:
Worship Experience

Incorrect:
Worship Service
Worship Gathering

Leadership Titles
(Campus Name) Campus Pastor
Lead Pastor Donnie Williams

Incorrect:
Site Pastor
Location Director

Location Titles
Correct:
Lifepointe ______
(Lifepointe Cary)

Incorrect:
North Raleigh Site
Carry Campus

Visiting Speakers
Use the Preffered title of the speaker

Example:
Pastor Hank
Bishop Gabe
Stanley Hudson

Dates
Correct:
September 7
September 7, 2014
(only include the year if it’s not the
current year)
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Dates (cont.)
Incorrect:
Sept. 7
September 7th
Semptember 7, ‘12

Phone Numbers
Correct:
(919) 877-2274

Incorrect:
919-847-2273
919.847.2273

Websites
Correct:
lifepointechurch.com

Incorrect:
www.lifepointechurch.com
http://lifepointechurch.com

Numbers
Spell out numbers one through nine, 
unless in an address. 10 and above
use numerals.

Tense
In most cases use first person (I 
and we). Don’t speak at people, instead,
help them understand that we are
all in this together

Times
Correct:
9:00AM
7:30PM
9:00AM & 11:00AM

Incorrect:
9AM
10am
9 a.m. Commas

Periods/Spacing
One space after the period. No double
spacing. You are communicating not
trying to reach the length requirement 
for your essay on the Cold War.  

Correct:
This, that, and them

Incorrect:
This, that and them
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Black Market Graphics

Help us help you.

In the creative department we call any unapproved graphic design or visuals created outside of our department
“Black Market Graphics.” This includes all the things that were created with the best intentions, but were 
deemed too minor to put in a creative request for, or were too last-minute that you thought that you wouldn’t be 
able to get in your necessary time frame.

The creative team exists to help you ensure that every touch point on every campus vaand every event 
reinforces the imporance of our message and the excellence we all desire to produce.

We are passionate about our brand as a church and also passionate about the ministry you are doing to connect
people to God. Keeping these established brand standards will help us communicate with consistency and 
excellence. This helps us build trust between our church and the people we are reaching and serving.
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